Activities to Date

5. Responded to numerous inquiries about CDQ policy, NCDA resources, manuscripts, publication guidelines, journal ratings, etc.
6. 11 editorial members approved for re-appointment.
7. 12 individuals approved for new editorial board appointment.
8. 6 editorial board members ended service after 3 two-year terms:
   - **Saba Rasheed Ali**, University of Iowa
   - **Ryan D. Duffy**, University of Florida
   - **Kevin R. Kelly**, University of Dayton
   - **Varunee Faii Sangganjanavanich**, University of Akron
   - **W. Bruce Walsh**, The Ohio State University
   - **Angela Byars-Winston**, University of Wisconsin – Madison

9. Journal statistics for the prior 12-month period:
   - 172 manuscripts received; 102 manuscripts rejected without review (inappropriate); accept ratio = 13.2%
   - average time to assign reviewer = 2.3 days; average reviewer turnaround time = 26.9 days
   - average time from submission to first decision = 13.5 days; average time from submission to final decision = 18.5 days
10. Impact Factor = 1.52 (2-year), 1.6 (5-year).
11. Full text downloads via Wiley Online Library increased by 10%, from 37,960 in 2016 to 41,580 in 2017.
12. *CDQ* ranks 55 of 84 applied psychology journals worldwide

**Projected plan through fiscal year end (September 30th)**
1. Process all submitted and resubmitted manuscripts in a timely, efficient, and effective manner.
2. Provide all submitting authors with thorough, thoughtful, useful, and encouraging reviews.
3. Work with authors to publish articles of the highest quality.
4. Support transition of Dr. Mei Tang from Incoming Editor to Editor, as she begins receiving manuscripts October 1, 2020.